Haivision Command 360 is the most advanced visual collaboration platform for situational awareness and real-time decision-making for mission-critical environments around the world. The Command 360 Platform enables enterprise, defense, and public safety teams to securely visualize and dynamically respond to urgent situations such as cybersecurity breaches, defense missions, and public emergencies faster than ever before.
A New Paradigm for Visual Collaboration Systems for Mission-Critical Environments

At the core of the Command 360 Platform is the ability to virtually stream any visual information or communications source and intelligently displaying those sources across any size network - from single-site and multi-site operation centers, global systems, to remote systems and portable systems.

The Command 360 Platform combines the power of Command 360 software and your choice of Alpha FX or Stryke video processors - ranging in size and capabilities to fit specific requirements. The platform's open architecture enables seamless integration with all the components needed for a complete system - from encoders and decoders to video wall displays and portable systems. You can also use Command 360 to control third-party devices like audio and VTC systems, eliminating the need for external equipment and custom programming.
CENTRALIZED, INTUITIVE CONTROL OF YOUR OPERATIONS

Nothing compares to how quickly and easily you can setup, customize, and maintain a visual collaboration system with the intuitive Command 360 Platform. You will gain unmatched, centralized control of your operations with access to more features, streamlined workflows, and the most advanced user interface. There’s no need to worry about custom programming or extensive training to unleash the full power of the platform.

ENHANCED SECURITY

Built to meet defense-grade and enterprise zero-trust model standards, with Command 360 you can be assured that your data, communications, and overall operations are secure. With more than a hundred new security features and built-in centralized administration, you can easily maintain precise control over user permissions by defining the actions each role and group can access, and so much more.

UNLIMITED MULTI-SITE AND REMOTE SCALABILITY

The Command 360 Platform is purpose-built to overcome the common challenges of scaling video wall systems – from single-site to multi-site, geographically distributed systems, and remote teams. Regardless of the complexity of your network, Command 360 gives you centralized management and flexible control of your entire system, so you don’t need to train support technicians to maintain each location in your network.
UNLIMITED CONTENT STREAMING FOR REAL-TIME VISIBILITY

Stream nearly any kind of content from any signal format – digital or analog, physical, IP, or virtual environments – and from nearly any device, including workstations, laptops, tablets, cameras, cable boxes, and much more. Regardless of the size and distribution of your operations, Command 360 gives your teams universal application support, along with the secure and real-time visibility they need for intelligent, fast decision-making.

EASIER, FASTER DEPLOYMENTS

Your operations can be set up in days versus the weeks or months it typically takes with other solutions – whether you have a single-site or multi-site operation. Our team will work closely with you to understand your vision, identify pain points, and deliver the best solution to meet your exact requirements. Along with our GuardianCare 24/7 support, we are your partner for the long-term.

EASY ACCESS TO THE LATEST VIDEO STREAMING TECHNOLOGIES

With its open, modular architecture, the Command 360 Platform easily integrates with Haivision’s live video contribution, distribution, monitoring, and recording solutions, as well as third-party devices and platforms. Command 360 is the most flexible platform to meet constantly changing requirements in today’s mission-critical environments.
HIGH-PERFORMANCE VIDEO PROCESSORS

Command 360 software is integrated with a full range of Alpha FX video processors to meet your specific requirements – from multi-site deployments to single-site operations centers to conference rooms. We also offer our Stryke processors for rugged and ultra-rugged environments, such as emergency operations and frontline missions.

**Alpha FX Elite**
Large Operations Centers

**Alpha FX Core**
Medium-Large Operations Centers

**Alpha FX Pro**
Medium Operations Centers

**Alpha FX Edge**
Small Operations Centers

**Alpha FX Lite**
Small Rooms

**Stryke**
Ruggedized & Portable

**Stryke EX**
Ultra-Ruggedized

**COMMAND 360 MANAGER**

Haivision Command 360 Manager is an essential component of any Command 360 visual collaboration system to ensure optimal performance and security. The Command 360 Manager is the hub for critical functions such as creating, managing, and scaling the number of sites and nodes, as well as providing a secure gateway and protection against security threats. Command 360 Manager is available as a device, or software that can be loaded on a virtual machine or an Alpha FX processor.
READY TO GET STARTED?
Speak to one of our experts.

CONSULT WITH AN EXPERT

SCHEDULE A LIVE DEMO
1.844.891.6090
sales@haivisionmcs.com

HAIVISION IS TRUSTED BY ORGANIZATIONS WORLDWIDE
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